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Food for Thought
'Healthcare Bill
will cost South
Africa an arm,
a leg and
some doctors'

“Exactly three months after Health Minister Aaron Motsoaledi released the National Health
Insurance (NHI) Bill, a new report, by the Institute for Race Relations (IRR), argues that
while NHI is aimed at ensuring decent healthcare for all, it is unlikely to make this a
reality,” wrote Sipokazi Fokazi in Times Select, 19 Sept ember.
In the report - based on more than 100 media reports in the past year, mainly about
negligence, corruption and mismanagement - authors Marius Roodt and Mailies Fleming
said such incidents proved healthcare was in crisis. While the NHI White Paper estimated
the cost of the scheme at R256-bn, the IRR reported this amount was unconvincing and
likely to double. Moreover, the more it costs, the more taxes will have to be raised.
Roodt and Fleming said t he burden will be part icularly heavy on some 600
000 individual t axpayers, who current ly pay more t han 60% of all personal
income t ax collect ed.
Implementation of NHI was also likely to trigger an exodus of health professionals, which
will increase the already heavy burden on those who remain in the country.
Popo Maja, spokesperson for the Department of Health, rubbished the report,
saying the institute that produced it was “anti-NHI and anti-poor”.

READ MORE IN T HE AT TACHMENT

View on Government
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CMS wants single medical
scheme for public servants
In a recently released discussion document the Council for
Medical Schemes (CMS) proposes the consolidation of all
medical schemes for public servants into the Government

Healthcare
market
report
delayed

Employees’ Medical Scheme (GEMS) in line with
The Competition

government policy on NHI.

Commission’s long-running
The proposal is likely to run into opposition from industry

Health Market Inquiry
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likely to resist moves they see as a threat to their current
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the industry and include Polmed for the police and Parmed

give stakeholders more time
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to comment on its

could be amalgamated with GEMS, including those of

provisional findings

state-affiliated entities such as the SABC and Rand Water. It

published in July.

said that consolidating public sector medical schemes with
GEMS offered potential savings and a larger scheme

The deadline for the

would have more negotiating power with healthcare

publication of its long-

providers.

awaited report has been
pushed out by two months,
to November 30.

*Act ing Council regist rar Sipho Kabane said
consolidating medical schemes would improve their
sustainability and was an important step towards realising

The inquiry began in January

the government’s universal healthcare goal of having a

2014 and set out to

single payer for health services.

investigate the barriers to

* Healt hcare specialist , Prof. Alex van den

effective competition in the

Heever, panned the council’s latest proposals, saying

private healthcare market

they were at odds with the Health Market Inquiry’s interim

and why annual healthcare
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inflation consistently

*T he Public Servant s Associat ion (PSA) said it had

outstrips consumer price

“serious reservations” about the plan. The PSA’s 242 000

inflation by several

members make up about a fifth of the public service. PSA

percentage points.

spokesperson Tahir Maepa said the PSA had received
numerous complaints about GEMS.

Financial View

Healthy increased profits
for JSE-listed AfroCentric

Aspen sinks on sale of baby
milk business

Afrocentric, the black-owned JSE-listed

Africa’s biggest drug manufacturer, Aspen

investment holding company providing

Pharmacare, shed R18.5-bn of its value.

specialised services to the public and
private healthcare sectors, reported

This followed the dim view the market took

increased profit before tax of 46.9%;

of the $860-m it got from French dairy giant

R538.4-m up from R366.7 in the same

Lascalis for the sale of its infant milk

period last year.

business, falling short of the $1-bn-$1.5-bn
the market was expecting.

The group saw earnings per share increase
by 118% and headline earnings per share

On 13 Sept ember Aspen’s share

spike by 110.7%. Profit after tax increased

price t ook it s biggest int raday

by 74.9%. AfroCentric's principal subsidiary
is Medscheme, with 3.7-m lives presently

knock in t wo decades, plunging 26%
bef ore recovering t o close 14.8%

under management.

lower at R232.06.

AfroCentric said it was creating a platform

In the five years leading up to the peak in

to establish a value chain of healthcare

Aspen’s share price in January 2015, the

diagnosis, treatments, pharmaceutical and

stock had gained more than 600%. Since

medical services, to optimise the

its peak, the company’s shares have

purchasing power of the healthcare rand.

slumped more than 57%.

US insurer to sell
only Vitality cover
One of the US oldest
insurers, John Hancock
Financial, has announced

Mediclinic
Parkway opens in
Dubai

Life Healthcare
exits India

Mediclinic Parkview

Healthcare is exiting its

Hospital, a brand new 182-

that it will sell only

bed in- and outpatient

interactive life insurance

facility, has opened in Dubai

linked to Fitbit armbands

six months ahead of the

that are provided by Vitality.

original schedule. The
project is the largest

This will provide a significant

greenfield construction

platform for Vitality as John

project by value ever

Hancock has about 10-m

undertaken by Mediclinic

customers.

International, Mediclinic
Middle East’s South Africa-

Private hospital group Life
Indian business after almost
a year’s talks. It will sell its
stake in Max Healthcare to
global investment firm
Kohlberg Kravis Roberts
(KKR) for about R4.3-bn. Life
Healthcare took a 26%
stake in Max Healthcare,
one of India’s biggest
private hospital chains, in
2012.

based parent company
which is Listed on the
London Stock Exchange.

Ascendis Health posts
strong international growth

Novartis to cut jobs in
Switzerland and UK

Ascendis Health will focus on its

Novartis will cut 2 550 jobs in Switzerland

pharmaceutical and consumer healthcare

and Britain over four years, as the Swiss

offerings, and move to disinvest from its

drug maker strives to boost profit and

biosciences business. The company

focus on new medicines.

announced a 35% increase in international
revenue for the year ended June 30, 2018.
It had sold Ascendis Sports Nutrition for

Novartis employs about 124 000 people
worldwide.

R54-m, while an agreement had been
reached for the sale of Ascendis Direct for

But following the planned spin-off of eye

R40-m.

care unit Alcon in early 2019 that would fall
to fewer than 100 000 people by 2022.

The group announced it would also be
adopting a global operating model, as

Novartis’s network of 66 global factories is

opposed to having the current geographic

operating below capacity after the expiry of

structures focusing on SA and Europe.

patents on high-volume pills.

Pharmaceutical View
'Miracle' sensor
takes prick out
of diabetes
Previously, diabetics had to prick their fingers eight times a day to check their sugar
levels. However, due to new technology they can now wear sensors on their abdomen
that measure their sugar levels 24 hours a day and warn them before their blood sugar
gets dangerously high or too low.
This means they don’t have to prick their fingers, avoiding both pain and the real risk of
infection, said Professor David Segal from the Johannesburg Centre for Diabetes and
Endocrinology
In Israel and Europe, a device called GlucoTrack is used by Type 2 diabetics to
measure blood sugar a few times a day through a sensor attached to their ear.

Special News
NHI: ‘no matching of
aspirations to
capabilities’
If universal health care is to contribute in any way to increasing the life expectancy rate in
South Africa, a lot more co-operation between all government departments is going to be
imperative.
In her presentation on the economics of universal health care and its implications for NHI
in the country during the ISPOR Conference in Kempton Park this week, Lullu Krugel,
Partner, Strategy & Chief Economist, PwC South Africa, alluded to the government’s vision
of a life expectancy rate of 70 for both men and women by the year 2030 and references
to social determinants cited in the National Development Plan (NDP) in this regard.
Introducing its chapter on health, the NDP notes: “While medical care can prolong survival
and improve prognosis, the social and economic conditions that make people ill are
important for the health of the population. Universal access to medical care is clearly one
of the social determinants of health.”.

Read More

View on Medical Schemes

Medscheme warns regarding ICD10 code
In a newsletter, released on 27 September, Medscheme asks all healthcare providers to
ensure the sustainability of the private healthcare industry by ensuring the accuracy and
integrity of coding used on their claims.
Quest ionable behaviour t hat has been ident if ied include t he f ollowing:
Advising the healthcare provider to inappropriately change the ICD10 code
(thereby changing the initial diagnosis) in order to get reimbursed at a higher rate;
Changing the tariff already charged and paid for when resubmitting with a
motivation for PMB entitlement;
Financially incentivising employees of the Agency to maximise billing by ‘padding’
the claims with unnecessary codes, or resubmitting paid claims with PMB motivation
unnecessarily;
Promising healthcare practitioners increased revenue, irrespective of the status of
their current billing practices; and
Refusing to cooperate with Forensic claims audits and not taking accountability
when one of their clients is sanctioned for irregular billing.
As per HPCSA Et hical Rules – Book 2 – Rule 7(3):
“A pract it ioner may not under-service, over-service or over-charge a
pat ient ”. Any f orm of ‘up-coding’, ‘code un-bundling’ and/or ‘code f arming’
will be deemed as over-charging should our analyt ics syst em ident if y such
a pat t ern in your claims.
“Medscheme reminds all healthcare practitioners that you remain responsible f or
your own billing, and the liability associated with this responsibility cannot be
contracted out to a practice manager or third party agency.”

Fedhealth’s new options
give members more choice

Medshield appoints
Medscheme

A lack of flexibility regarding their unique

Medshield announced the appointment of

healthcare needs has been found to be the

Medscheme as the Scheme's new Hospital

single biggest concern of medical scheme

Benefit and Disease Management provider

members.

from 1 October 2018.

Fedhealth Medical Scheme has launched a

Medical Services Organisation (MSO), an

redesigned option range of options it says

EOH subsidiary, has been the Scheme's

“represent the most advanced innovation

Hospital Benefit and Disease Management

to the current medical scheme model seen

provider for the past nine years and has

in 20 years since the introduction of

been replaced by Medscheme, due to

savings accounts”.

changes in the EOH business strategy.

General News

Insurance costs put Cannabis: 1 in 6
doctors on defensive teenagers who use
will become addicts
There is a general feeling that doctors get
sued for acts of omission rather than
commission, said Dr Chris Archer, CEO

In response to the recent legalisation of

of t he Sout h Af rican Privat e

cannabis for personal use, the South African

Pract it ioners’ Forum.

Society of Psychiatrists (SASOP) noted with
concern a growing public perception of

Doctors, particularly obstetricians, who

cannabis as a ‘harmless’ plant, and that few

were paying up to R250 000 a year four

measures have been instituted to address

years ago in malpractice premiums, are

this. Research has shown that 9% of

now paying about R900 000 as a result of

individuals who experiment with cannabis

the escalation in malpractice claims.

will become addicted to it.

A result of the increase in litigation is that

According to Dr Abdul Kader Domingo,

doctors have been practising defensive

member of t he SASOP Special Group

medicine – they prescribe medication,

on Addict ions, it is estimated that 1 in 6

tests and treatment that a patient may not

teenagers using cannabis will become

need in order to protect themselves

addicted to it.

against the risk of litigation.
“Human brain development and maturation
This puts an additional burden on patients,

is a process that is guided by the body’s

medical aid schemes and healthcare

endogenous cannabinoid system and

facilities. For instance; Archer placed SA’s

occurs until the early 20’s. Exposure to

caesarean-section rate at about 80% in

phytocannabinoids (cannabinoids obtained

private health facilities.

from the cannabis plant) during this
vulnerable period may disrupt the process

According to the Medical Protection Society

of brain maturation and affect aspects of

(MPS) medical claims against its members

memory, attention, processing speed and

had increased 57% between 2008 and

overall intelligence. Cannabis use during the

2017, and the average cost of medical

adolescent period may cause lasting

claims had shot up 42%.

cognitive deficits, even after sustained
abstinence.”

Special Notices
Vacancy at Busamed Somerset West
Busamed Private Hospital based in
Somerset West, Cape Town is currently
looking to recruit an obstetrician.
"As a hospital group we will be able to
provide the support, a newly qualified
specialist or someone who wants to
relocate to Cape Town will require."

Contact: Dr Christelle De Jager, Hospital Manager: 083 781 4946

Vacancy: General Practitioner in Welkom
Great opportunity for a GP to take over/buy 24 year old, established, lucrative General
Practitioner Practice in Welkom.
Services have been rendered to medical scheme and cash patients for the past 24 years.
Owner has passed away.
Please cont act Christ elle Schoeman on 082 377 6605 f or more inf ormat ion.

To place an advertisement or special note in the next issue of
SAPPF HealthView, contact Maretha Conradie at
maretha@healthman.co.za

HealthView and Private Practice Review provide news and opinion articles as a service to our
m em bers to enhance their understanding of the health care industry. The inform ation contained in
these publications is published without warranties of any kind, either express or im plied. HealthView
and Private Practice Review are published solely for inform ational purposes and should not to be
construed as advice or recom m endations. Individuals should take into account their own unique and
specific circum stances in acting on any news or articles published. O ften these articles originate from
sources outside our organization that are reported in the national press. C onsequently, any
inform ation, tradem arks, service m arks, product nam es or nam ed features are assum ed to be the
property of their respective owners, and are used solely for inform ative purposes in our publications.
There is furtherm ore no im plied endorsem ent of any of the products, goods or services m entioned in
our publications.

